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How can we help you?
Next summer
Thinking about next year

expanding horizons
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Accessing our Services

Good starting point:  www.ed.ac.uk/careers

Weir Building, King’s Building

Weekly lunchtime drop-in outside Magnet Café on Thursdays

expanding horizons
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How can we support you?

- Helping you decide what to do
- Job seeking strategies
- Job vacancies
- Employers on campus
- Support with all parts of the application process

MyCareerHub
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Not sure what you want to do?

- Reflect
- Research

Figuring out your career: career planning activities
Explore your Options
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Your future with physics: Career directions

Physics graduates have a wealth of career opportunities open to them – so much so that it can get a little confusing. So whether you already have a physics degree or are just thinking about studying the subject at university, you’ll want to take some time to sift through your long-term options and decide what would suit you best.

To help you, we’ve researched the job sectors that might appeal, with links to further information if you’re interested. For some, you may need further qualifications or a higher degree, so we’ve included a brief guide to the many Master’s and PhD courses out there.

If you want more information, visit www.brightrecruits.com which lists popular career choices for physicists plus options for research and further degrees. You can also visit Prospects, a comprehensive careers guidance site, and Inside Careers for more tips and ideas on looking for a job.

The various skills that studying physics develops are useful far beyond the lab, and are valued in a vast range of careers. In these videos, physics graduates talk about how physics is relevant to their working lives today.

Vinnie Kalcui, senior finance analyst at record company BMG Chrysalis, unearths musical talent:

Vinnie HD
Employ.ed on Campus

- www.ed.ac.uk/careers/employed-on-campus
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Employers on campus

- Careers Fair – 5th & 6th October
- Employer presentations on campus
- Look out for Careers in IT Fair & Careers in Engineering Fair…they want physicists…
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Involved in activities alongside your studies?

Take part in the Edinburgh Award to get your participation recognised, your skills developed and your experiences enhanced…

“It is unlike anything you would have ever done before, and the entire process will change you.”

Award recipient

www.ed.ac.uk/EdinburghAward
Earth Observation/Optical Calibration Scientist wanted

The National Physical Laboratory are recruiting an Earth Observation/Optical Calibration Scientist – closing date 20 September 2015. More details on MyCareerHub

Posted on September 2, 2015

Career opportunities in universities

Interesting post from my colleague Rebecca Valentine around opportunities in universities and how you can gain experience from second year.

 Originally posted on Labour Market Information Blog

Did you know that The University of Edinburgh is one of the biggest employers for its graduates? Many students that I speak to assume that university